(1) ijn+i = ^Aiyn-i + h Z aiy'n-i is conditionally stable if the polynomial has all of its roots in the unit disk, roots of unit magnitude are simple, and there is at least one root of unit magnitude besides the root z = 1 (which must be a root since it is assumed that Eq. (1) is satisfied if y is a constant). In [1] , Stetter obtains the remarkable result that a predictor-corrector algorithm using Simpson's rule (a conditionally stable corrector) will be relatively stable* for sufficiently small h provided the predictor is chosen judiciously and the corrector is only applied once. However, his result applies only to the integration of a single differential equation. It is the purpose of this note to point out that no result of this type can Received October 19, 1966. Revised April 24, 1967.
* From the bewildering array of words in the current literature which describe stability, those used here seem to the author to be most descriptive.
Different words are used in [1] -Several definitions of "relatively stable" are given below. In practice they are essentially equivalent. If p(s, z) is a polynomial in z> (j an integer greater than one), then the method is only using every jth point. The error propagation of such a method should be studied by replacing s with s/j and z> with z in Eq. (4). We assume that the characteristic equation has been so formulated.
Theorem. // p(s, z) is irreducible, then for sufficiently small e (>0), there is a number s with modulus e such that \r2(s)\ > |î"i(s)|.
Proof. Since roots of unit magnitude are simple at s = 0, it follows that <j>(s) = r2(s)/ri(s) is analytic in a neighborhood of the origin. A simple application of the maximum principle, see for example [6, p. 165] , to d>(s) reveals that for e sufficiently small there is a number s with modulus e such that |î"2(s)| > |/"i(s)|, provided n{s) ^é cr2(s), where c is a constant.
If n(s) = cr2(s),t p(s, z) = 0 and p(s, cz) = 0 both have z = ri(s) as a root in a neighborhood of the origin. Since p is irreducible, this implies the two equations define the same algebraic function (cf. [5] ). This in turn implies that c is a jth root of one (j > 1) and p(s, z) is a polynomial in z>. Thus ri(s) ^ cr2(s) and the theorem is proved.
A method with a p(s, z) which is not irreducible is of dubious value. From such a method could be derived a simpler method with the same principal root, ri(s), and without some of the extraneous roots.
Ralston [7] defines a method to be relatively stable at s provided |r¿(s)| | ?'i(s)|, i = 2, 3, • • -, and in the case of equality that r< be simple. t The author wishes to thank the referee for pointing out the necessity of considering this possibility.
